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I. INTRODUCTION.

Inthe agency theory of the firm, Jensen and Mackling (1976) defmes the
corporatlons as legal fictions which serve as a nexus for a set of contraeting relationslıips
among individuals. 1 The agency costs explanation of the theory of the fımı helps us ID
understand better the nabJre of the relationships among owners, managers, debtbolders.
employees, suppliers, costwners and the regulatory power.

In another seminal paper, Black and Scholes (1973) provides a tey to the
valuation of contingent claims which, like options, have payoffs that are contingellt on
the future value of another asset They not only enhance oor understanding of fınancial
investments but also show that if the fmn's cash flow distribution is fıxed, the opbOll
prieing analysis can be used LO value other contingent claims such as the equily of a
levered finn. In this context, the equily of a levered fmn is a call option on the total
value of the fmn 's assets with an exercise price equal LO the face value of the debt and the
expiration date equal LO the maturity date of the debt

More recently, financial economists have come LO view invesıment opportunities
as real options, exploiting an analogy with the theory of options in financial martets.2
These developments in corporate finance lead us LO consider the fımı as a nexus for a set
of options contracts among individuals.

• Ph. D. student. Department of Finance, The University of Texas at Arlington. Box 19449
Business Bldg., Arlington, Texas 76019, U.S.A.
lThe antecedents of their work are in Coase (1937) and Alehian and Demsetz (1972).
2For an excellentexposition to the subject see Dixit and Pindyck (1994). Triegorgis
(1993) also provides a complete review of the real options !iterature. For ıeveral
applications see Laughton and Jacoby (1933). Smit and Ankum (1993), Kuanen (1993),
Kemna(1993), Kulatilaka (1993), Pindyck (1993). Corıazar and Schwartz (1993),
Trigeorgis (1993 b), Kogut (1991), Hubbard (1994), Myers and Majd (198S), and Mason
and Baldwin (1988).
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The purpose of this paper is to investigate the possible effects of real options on
fımı':; investment and fınancing decisions. The paper consists of four sections. FoDowing
introeluction, section two discusses real options that embeded in investment decisions and
provides a numerical example for valuing real options. Section three attempts to explain
the effects of real options on fırın's investment and financing decisions. This section also
outlines a model for fırın valuation in contingent claim analysis framework. Section folD'
concludes.

II. REAL OPTIONS

Net Present Value (NPV) and other diseounted cash flow (DCF) appmacbes ıo
capital budgeting are incomplete in the sense that they cannot properly capture
mamıgerial flexibility. In practice, however, as new information anives and uncertainty
aboult market canditions and future caslı flows is gradually resolved, management may
have valuable flexibility to alter its operating strategy in order to capitalize on favorable
future opportunities or mitigate losses. For exampk, management may be able to defer,
expand, conb'act, abandon, or otherwise alter a project at different stages dlD'İng its useful
openıting life.

Management's flexibility to adapt its future actions in response ıo altered future
market canditions expands an investment opportunity's value by improving its upside
potential while limiting downside losses ı:elative lO management's initial expectations
unoor passive management

An options approach to capital budgeting has the potential to conceptualize and
even quantify the value of options from active management This value is manifest as a
coDection of real options embedded in capital investment opportunities, having as an
underlying asset.the gross project value of expected operating cash flows. Many of these
real options occur naturally (e.g., to defer, contract, shut down or abandon), while others
may be planned and built-in at some extra cost (e.g., to expand capacity or built growth
options, to default when investment is staged sequentiaııy, or to switeh between
alternatiye inputs or outputs) (Trigeorgis, 1993).

The option to derer investment is analogous to an American caıı option on
the gross present value of the completed project's expected operating cash flows, V, with
the eltercise price of the required outlay, ı. Thus, it's value will be max(V - I, O).

The option to default during construction (or the time-to-build
option) can be valued similar to compound options approach of Geske (1979). The
actunl staging of capital investment as a series of out1ays over time creates valuable
options to "default" at any given stage. Thus, each stage is an option on the value of
subsc~uent stages with exercise price of the installment cost outlay required to proceed to
the next stage.

The option to expand is a call option to acquire an additional part (x %) of
the base scale project, with a value of max (xV-lE, O), where x is percentage rate of
expansion and LE is the expansion out1ay.
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Tbe option to contract is a put option and reflects management's flexibility
to operate below eapacity or even reduee the scale of operations, thereby saving pan of
the planned investment outlays. The value of this option is max (LC• cY, O), where c is
the percentage rate of reduction in the scale of operations and IC is the associated cast
saving.

Tbe option to sbut down (and restart) operations is a call option to
acquire a paticular year's cash revenues (C) by paying the variable operaring cast (LY)u
exercise price, Le., max (C - Iy, O). -

Options to alter tbe operating seale (Le., expand, contract, or shut down)
are typically found in natural resource industries, such as oil and mine operations,
facilities planning and construction in cyclical industries, fashion apparel, consumer
goods, and commercial real estate.

The option to abandon ror salvage value is an American put option on
current project value (v) with exercise price the salvage or best alternative use value (A),
Le., max (A • V, O). Valuable abandonment options are generally found in capital
intensive industries, such as airlines and railroads, in financial services, as well as in new
product introductions.inuncertain markets.

The option to switcb use (i.e., inputs or outputs) is a valuable built.
in flexibility to swiıch from the current input to the cheapest futuıe input, or from the
current output to the most profitable future produet mix, as the relative prices of the
inputs or outputs fluctuate over time. Input flexibility is valuable in feedstoek-dependent
faeilities, such as oH,electrie power, ehemicals, and crop switehing. Output flexibility is
more valuable in industries such as automobile, consumer electronics, toys or
pharmaceuticals, where product differentiation and diversity are important and/or product
demand is volatile.

Corporate growth options: Many early investments such as reseaıcb. and
development, a lease on undeveloped land or a tract with a potential oit reserves, a
strategic acquisition, or an information technology network are prerequisites or links in a
ehain of interrelated projects. The value of these projects may derive not so much from
their expected directly measurable eash flows, but rather from unloeking future growth
opportunities. An opportunity to invest in a first-generation high teeh product, for
example, is analogous to an option on options (an interproject comJX)und option).
Growth options are found in all infrastructure based or strategie industries, especiaUy in
high-teeh, R&D, or industries with multiple product generations or applications (e.g.,
semiconductors, computers, pharmaceuticals), in multinational operations, and strategic
acquisitions.

Valuing Real Options: An Example

Consider an oH extraetion project with extraetion eost 208 million. Taday's oit
price is 40 doııar per barrel and the oit field has a capacity of S million barrel per year for
two years. We expect oH price to go either up to 21 (80 percent) or down to 24 (40
percent). Risk free rate is 8 percent.
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Project Value (v)

Figure 1: Binomial trees for oil priees and project value .

.The NPV of this projecı: is (200 - 208 = ) -8 < O, and DeF analysis results in the
rejection of the project. DeF analysis, however, ignores at least one option embedded in
this project, the option to abmıdon the oil extraction at any time in exchange for its
salvage value or value in its best alternative use if oil prices suffer a substantial decline.
Ass1l1methat its best altemtive use is land development. Land development has a value of
180 million which is below the project's value in its present use-otherwise management
wOlıJd have to abandon the project immediately. We believe that the value of the land.
development will go up 60 peJ'(:I~t or down 20 pereent.

460.8

230.4

115.2

Figure 2: Binomial tree for the value of tand development.

This abandonment value is an American put option on currentproject value (v)
with exercise priee the land development value (A). This option entitles management to
receive additional cash flow of max (A - V, O).
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<CU=max(288-360.0)=0

C = 13.33
. cd = max (144 - 120, O)= 24

Figure 3: Payoff Sll'UCtureof the abandonment opdon.

Value of this option by usinı rist-neuttal binomia1 option pricinı fomıuJa3 is
13.33. Thus, the. NPV of the project withoption will be (13.33 - 8 =) S.33 miILiOa.

This example sııpıxW McDonald and Siegel (1986)'s assertion ihat the SimPIe net
present value rule which is to invest as long as V > i is incorrecL This nıie is inCCLrreCt
because it ignores the opportunity east of making a eammitment now, and chereby
giving up the option of waiting for new information.

III. REAL OPTIONS AND INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
FINANCING AND INVEST~ENT DECISIONS.

Myers (1917) is the fırst to explain the relation between fınancing and invesunent
decisions in a contingent claim framework. He deseribes the finn's potential invesıment.
opportunities as call options whose value depend on the likelihood that management will
exercise them. If the fımı has risky debt outstanding, situa1İons arise in which exercisinı
the option to undertake a positive net present value project potentially reduces shm'e value
because debtholders have a senior claim on the project's cash flows. Unless dıis confiict
between the shareholders and debtholders is conb'olled, the probabilily that these real
investment optioos will be exercised is reduced, theıeby reducing fımı value. one way to
control this underinvestment problem and its associaıed value lass is to fınance POWtIı
options with equity rather than debt (Smith and Waus, 1992). Hence Myers predicıs dial
the larger the proportion of fımı value represented by growth optioos (i.e., the Iowcr &be
assets in place), the lower the fımı's leverage, and the higher its equity-to-value rabo.

Hite (1911) presents a model in which he combines seemingly distinct theory of
production and output, the theory investment and the theory of fınancialpolicy toward III
integrated theory of the fmn. His model is based upon diserete-time, continUDUSSP8CO
variables. In other words he uses single-period CAPM with continuous demand and
production functions. His model is static and does not consider the real optiOllS that a
flrm might have. The model presented here extends his model by usinı continuous-ôıne,
continuous space variables (Le., continuous-time capital asset pricing model of Menon
(1913) or Breeden (1919». In addition oor model incorporaıes various real options Lo
reflect managerial flexibility in production, investment, and fınancing dc:cisions.

3C = [pCu + (l_p)Cd) i (l + r) where C is can option pricc; p is rislt-neuttal probabilily
(.4); and u and d refen LO up md down stalel, respectively (Cu = o. cd ol 24), r is risk-free
rale (.08).
The rislt-neutral JX'Obabilityis calc:ulaıed by usinı: p ol [(i + r) P • pdı i e:,- - pd). P •
price of the oil (P = 40, pU = 72. pel = 24. and P = 0.4).
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. Assume that the projec~ value (cash now) evolves accocding to the following
geomettic brownian motion:4

dV = a V dt + s V dz (1)

i
where dzis increment of a Wiener jJrocess, a is the drift rate, and s is instantaneous
vola:ıility per uoit of time. Eqııation (1) implies that ~~e current value of the project is
known, but future values are 10,gnonnally disttiooted with a variance that grows Iinearly
with the time horizorı. Thus a1t1lough information arrivı~ over time (the fırın observes V
changing), the future value of dıe project is a1ways uoce,rtain.

Oor goal is to maximi:w the value of the investment opportunity, F(V) (that is,
the value of the option to invesl.:

F(V) = max E [(VT - i) e-qT] (2)

where E denoles the expectation, T is the (unknown) future time that the investment is
m~, q is a discount rate, and the maximization is subjc:ct to equation (1) f(X'V.

Assume that stoehastic ı;hanges in V are' spanned by the existing assets in the
economy. This assomption wiU ıet us LO malce use of contingent claim anaIysis.

Let x be the price of an asset or dynamic portfoIio of assets perfectly correlated
with V. Since x is perfectly correlated with V, corr (x, M) = corr (V, M) where M is the
market portfolio. We will assume that this asset or }Xırtfolio pays no dividends, so its
entire return is from capital gairıs. Then x evolves according LO

dx=mxdt+sxdz (3)

where m, the drift rate is the expccted rate of retum from holding this asset or portfolio of
assets. According to CAPM, nı should reflect the ass(:t's systematic (nondiversifiable)
risk.5 m wiU be given by

m = r + 0corr (x , M) s

4This is a simplistic assumption. More realistically. one might argue that project value
follow some different stochastk process. For example. one might believe that over long
periods of time. oit prices (and the prices of other commodities) are drawn back towards
long-ron marginal cost, and thu~ are mean revening.
5Many real options involve undı:rlying assets that have no systematic risk. For example.
the risk of finding oil in an exploratory well is unsystematic. as is theresearch a
development risk. Moreover. wh.en the underlying asset has no systematic risk. the risk
neutral probability is the same lLS the true probability (mck. ı990).
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where r is the rislc-free interest rate, and ,0 is the ınarlcet price of the rist.6 Thus ıD is the
risk adjusted expected rate of retum that investors wou1d'require if they are to own thepro~l ..

Now, consider the following portfolio: Hold the option LO invesı. which is wOllb,
F(V), and go short n = F (v) units of the project (or, equivalently, of the asscı or
portfolio x that is perfecdy correlated with V) ..The value of this portfolio is

Q=F-F(V) V (4)

and its value is obtained by salYing the fundamental equalion of asset valuaiion:

ı(1. s2y2 F" (v) + (r - k) V F (v) - r F = 'O (s)

where, k =m - a and the bowıdary conditions are:

F(O)=O

F (V*)= y* - i

F (V*)= ı

(6)

(7)

(8)

Condition (6) arises from the observation that if Y goes to uro, it will stay al zeıo (i.e.,
bankruptey). y* is the price at which it is optimal to invesı Equation (7) jUSl sa15 ihat
upon investing. the fırın receives a net payoff y* - i. The condition (8) is the smooth-
pasting condition.

An example of this model is oil extraction project where V is the value of this
project and x is the oil price per barrel. We can apply this approach to Hite's model by
defıning Y as firm value and x as net (net of operating costs) cash f1ows. '

So far we have explained how to apply contingent elaim analysis to' valuation of
the firm. However. oor main goal is to incorporate real options to this valuation, since it
substantially affects the value of the fırın and the risk adjusted requiml rate ofretum.
Assume that operation of the firm will ternporarily and costlessly suspended when casiı
flows (x) falls below a flow cost (c). Therefere at any instant the net cash flow from this
project is given by

y(x) =max(x<, O)

With this real optioo fırm value satisfies the differential equation in (s) plus y(x).

The salution to this model can be obtained by using stochastic calculus. With the
inclusion of multiple.real and financial options, however, it is not an easy wk if not
possible. In such an attempt Mauer and Triantis (1994) uses numerical solution
techniques:

6That is, (2)= (rM - r) i sM, where rM is the expected return on the market, md SM ia the
standard deviation of market return.
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Mauer and. Triantis analyze the interaction beitween invesunent and financing
decisions in a multiperiod comingent claims model where the fırms has flexibility Lo
dynamically manage both decisions over time. They fmd that production flexibility has a
posilive effect on the value of ınterest tax shields. Th(~ability Lo shut down operations
allow the fırm to mitigate operating losses. Thereforı~,as operating adjusunent costs
decrease, fırm value increases and fırni value variance decreases, increasing the debt
capacity of the fırm and the associated net benefit of interest tax shields. However,
production flexibilityand financia! flexibility ..are Lo some degree substitutes, sinee the
effect of lower operating adjustınent costs on net tax shield value is less pronounced the
smaller are recapitalization coslS. They also examine the effect of production flexibility
on the fırm's optimal dynarnic recapitalization policy. As operating adjlisunent costs
decn'.ase, the average !everage ratio increases and the range over which the fırm allows its
optimalleverage ratio to vary.wiıhout recapitalizing decı:eases.

In contrast, they find that debt financing has ~i negligible impact on the firm's
investmentand operating polities. This isaıso a contaıdiction to Hite's first proposition
that the financing policy cannot be ignored in choosing the optimal productive
technique.7 For exarnple, while a levered fırm has in incentive to invest earlier (i.e., at a
lower commodity priee) than ,an equivalent unlevered firm because it eams interesttax
shields when it is operating, thı~benefit from doing so' is largely offset by a loss in the
value of waiting to invesı Therefore, the net benefiı: is not large enough to effect a
significant change in invesunent policy. Similarly, ıheir analysis indicates that any
additional interest tax shields that a levered firm can ~ım by deviating from the optimal
operating policy of an equivalı~ntunlevered firm are counterbalanced by a loss in the
value of its operating options. Thus a levered firm has little incentive to alter operating
policy. From a practical standpoint, the implication is that the fırm can determine
exercise timing decisions on its real options, ignoring the effect of debt financing.
However,since their results are Dumerlcalrather than analytic. they depend on the choice
of parameter inputs.

LV CONCLUSION

This paper investigates ıhe role of real options in 'capital budgeting, invesunent,
and financing decisions. The nc~tpresent value or other discounted cash flow approaches
to capital budgeting fail to refk:ct real option values in capital budgeting decisions and
therefore may lead to wrong dedsions in acceptance Or rejection of the project

Real options in the form of production flexibility has a significant effect on
financing decisions. In contrast, financial policy has a minimal effect on the fırm's initial
investment decision and subsequent operating. However these results are sensitiye to
choice variables.

Real options approach is rich in rea1-life applications and fruitful infuture
research. Extending it. for example, by using Baye$ian analysis or alternatiye (e.g.,
jump) processes is onlyone among many directions for research.

7In general. a finn that employı; at least someleverage will not employ the same capital-
labor ratio that would be optirn:ıl if the flnn were'unlevı:red.
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